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The Warhawk is a tiny mine, alongside the walking track that runs up Brewery Creek (earlier known as 
Jones' Creek) Its significance is that it was one of the mines that started with some rich specimens, that 
quickly petered out, then was exposed as having been salted to catch Melbourne investors. This little 
mine was the centre of proposed development that included its own battery.

These notes are sparse! Unfortunately I goofed. The gps of this walk is lost. Walk-off  point was 
recorded at base of Brewery creek, 0505927 568459
Walk the creek bed for three hundred metres, then go up slope on eastern side to find the track that ran 
right up to the junction of left and right branches of Brewery Creek. (earlier known as Jones' Creek)
The Warhawk is the first mine along the track, topside, that you will find as you walk up. It is several 
hours walk up, from memory.

Why visit the Warhawk?
1. An illustration of the point made in the introduction to this set of notes, that there was a     

large element of “bubble” and dishonesty associated with this goldfield.

2. A chance to walk the Brewery Creek walking track, that went through to the Glengarry  at    
the junction of its East and West branches. This track was once proposed to be extended 
as a suitable route to the High Country, and allowing a route by which the mines above 
could feed ore to the Glengarry battery.

3. Walk a track that is well formed and benched, typical of the mining tracks of the era.

4.                 A walk that would suit those camping at Talbotville.

    

Caveats.
               This track is no longer visible for about the first three hundred metres. You must walk the creek 
    bed for that distance.
               If looking for the Glengarry, this is not the best route. The walk up alone will take three and one 

half hours.



 

 

Initially you must walk the bed of Brewery Creek,
 And then find the walking track 30m above on the
 eastern side. This track is well formed and eventually
Leads to the Glengarry battery and hut sites. The 
Warhawk lies ight along side this track. 
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“Snippets” (1)

 A case of “salting!”

23 Aug 1865
The Glengarry Reef situated some miles up Jones' Creek is turning out some very rich stone, 
but the vein is not so thick as was reported. Another reef named the Warhawks has been taken 
up between the Glengarry and Pioneer Reefs. The Warhawk can be traced for some distance along
 the surface, and is about two foot thick, with good gold in the solid stone.

6 Sep 1865
The prospectors of the Warhawk claim on Jungle Creek are in high spirits at the prospects 
they are obtaining from their reef. The reef is about three feet thick and shows good 
gold as far as they have sunk on it.

15 Nov 1865
The Warhawk Company are driving their tunnel, and obtaining some remarkably rich stone .

1 Feb 1866
The Warhawk Company are entering into arrangements to have about 20 tons of stone packed to 
the Pioneer machine. This stone is not to be picked, but a fair average trial, so as to give
 the shareholders an idea of the value of their reef.

15 Feb 1866
The Warhawk Tunnelling Claim for some time past has  been considered first class property, 
so good in fact, that more than one ease of parties trying to get a slice of it has come before our 
Warden, and oven now a heavy case is pending, being-heard in the next court of  mines. The 
shareholders had all but concluded an arrangement for the erection of crushing plant, but Mr. Jones, 
one of the paying shareholders who had for some time been absent on a surveying expedition, on his 
return, was not satisfied with the manner the working shareholders were carrying on, consequently a 
meeting of all the shareholders was called, when it was agreed to put on wages men who were not 
shareholders, and raise stone for packing to the Pioneer for a trial crushing. All the parties who had 
been working in the claim previously cleared out the day the new hands went down to work. This 
aroused the suspicion of Mr. Jones; but that gentleman thought it advisable to visit the claim before 
saying anything to the other share holders. Accordingly Mr. Jones proceeded to the Warhawk claim, 
when a regular systematic " salting process" was discovered. The particulars of how the same was 
managed I cannot give at present, as it might interfere with the ends of justice. Suffice it to say that it 
must have been remarkably well carried out to deceive a few of our most clever men, including two well 
known mining managers, three engineers, and several old experienced reefers. The reef at present 
opened on the claim although supposed to lie so rich, does not contain one speck of visible gold. It is to 
be hoped the police will be successful in capturing the defrauders, and that they will be punished 
with the utmost rigor of the law, as a warning to others.

22 Oct 1867
The Glengarry Prospecting Claim finished crushing, this week, twenty-eight tons of stone at 
the Jeff Davis Company's mill, which yielded under one and a half ounces. to the ton. This
 is considerably below the expected yield. From the appearance of the stone, the shareholders
expected over three ounces

1. “Snippets” attribution:
Unstated Author, “Crooked River (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT)”, 
“Gippsland Times, Date as per headers, Retrieved from trove.nla.gov.au, 19/07/2014.
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